• queen-size
bed
• two double
beds
• wi-fi
• air-conditioner

範例說法A:
A Hotel Room

• This looks like a nice hotel room in an
expensive hotel. The style of the room is
modern and there are two double beds.
There’s a lamp in the back right corner, a flat
screen TV hanging on the wall opposite the
beds, and a work desk in the back, next to the
window. If I had the money, I would like to
stay in a hotel like this.

範例說法B:
A Hotel Room
• Welcome to this modern deluxe room. This room
offers twin double-beds, floor-to-ceiling windows
with great view, a small refrigerator, a work desk
and a comfortable chair, a 42-inch flat screen
HDTV, and free WiFi for your business needs or
leisure. Some rooms have scenic city or mountain
views. Special touches include daily delivery of a
local newspaper. We also include an iron and
ironing board, a coffeemaker upon request. You’ll
surely enjoy your stay.

•
•
•
•

receptionist
robot
hotel service
interact with
guests

範例說法A:
Robot

• Here is a very human-like robot. It even has a
funny facial expression. It looks like this robot
could work at a hotel as a receptionist. It could
communicate with the guests and collect their
booking information and maybe even show
the guests to their rooms. But I’m not sure if I
would prefer to be greeted by a real human or
a robot.

範例說法B:
Robot
• One day soon you may be staying at a hotel
and, when you ask for directions to the pool
or what time breakfast starts, the concierge
helping you will be a robot. The robot will act
as a hotel concierge, answering guests'
questions and interacting with hotel guests.
You can ask him or her about local attractions,
and dining options.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Buffet
Dishes
Seafood
Flavors
Chefs
Desserts

範例說法A:
Buffet
• This looks like a really nice buffet. There are
many different kinds of dishes. It appears to
be a Western style buffet. For example, I can
see tomatoes and some other vegetable
dishes. I think this buffet is most likely in a
nice hotel. It’s possible the hotel is in Taipei.
Taipei has many famous buffet-style
restaurants like these.

範例說法B:
Buffet
• At our buffet restaurant, we like to keep our
dishes fresh, full of color, and bursting with
flavors. Our restaurant offers a fresh local
seafood buffet accompanied by a selection of
international dishes. Our chefs look for locally
farmed seasonal vegetables and fruits. The
menu features chef's choice dishes and a
dessert bar. We include a variety of healthy
salads, chef’s bread selection, and local
cheeses.

Traveling in Taiwan
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Toroko Gorge
Chiang Kai Shek Memorial Hall
Sun Moon Lake
Kenting National Park
Beaches
Mountains
High-speed Rail
Living standards

範例說法A:
Traveling in Taiwan
• Taiwan is a relatively small island but there are a
lot of places you can go to. For example, in the
North there is Taipei and the Chiang Kai Shek
memorial building. There is also the National
Palace Museum. If you like nature, then the East
Coast of Taiwan has Toroko Gorge and lots of
beautiful coastline. And if you like the beach,
Kenting in the South has some nice white-sand
beaches. The best thing is that the high-speed rail
makes it easy to travel from the North to the
South.

範例說法B:
Traveling in Taiwan
• Taiwan is one of the most welcoming and friendly
countries in the world. Taiwan also enjoys the
reputation for having some of the most delicious
foods, with a vast choice of Chinese food and
local delicacies. Travelling around the island is not
too difficult. People in Taiwan enjoy high living
standards compared to Southeast Asia, but prices
are generally lower than in most other developed
nations. That means you can travel around
Taiwan without going bankrupt.

•
•
•
•
•

A Resort
lounge chairs
the balcony
the bay
a dream vacation

範例說法A:
A luxurious resort
• This is a room in a very luxurious resort near
the sea. The design of the balcony is quite
modern, stylish, and upscale. There are
several comfortable lounge chairs overlooking
the scenic and breathtaking bay below. In the
background you can see many tall buildings.
The weather seems absolutely perfect for a
vacation. It appears to be a really nice place
for a vacation, perhaps even a dream vacation
for some people.

範例說法B:
A luxurious resort
• This looks like a room in a luxury resort near
the sea. The design of the balcony is very
modern. There are several lounge chairs
overlooking the bay below. In the background
you can see many tall buildings. The weather
seems perfect. It looks like a really nice place
for a vacation.

範例說法 A:
telling the customer about the menu items
• Hi, welcome to our Yummy restaurant. We
serve delicious, fresh cooked food. We even
make all of our noodles by hand. Our main
course today is the Italian spaghetti. You will
taste the difference. Our soup of the day is the
vegetable Minestrone soup. It is made with
cabbage, carrots, potatoes, and onions. A
large serving will cost just $90. And if you’re
interested in an appetizer, I recommend our
French fries. They are absolutely delicious.

範例說法B:
telling the customer about the menu items

• Hi, welcome to Yummy restaurant. Our main
course today is the spaghetti. I recommend it.
We even make our noodles by hand. Our soup
of the day is the vegetable soup. It is made
with carrots, potatoes, and onions. It costs
$90. And if you’re interested in an appetizer, I
recommend the French fries. They are
delicious.

範例說法A:
desserts and drinks
• Hello, welcome to our Yummy restaurant. Here
we have our world famous desserts. Our bestseller is the lime cheesecake, which costs only
$60. It is made with fresh lime juice. We make it
here in the restaurant every day. A lot of people
also love our home-made strawberry ice cream,
which is $100. If you’d like something refreshing
to drink, I recommend a nice, large cup of our hot
chocolate. If you don’t like sweets, then I
recommend our double-mint tea, for just $95.

範例說法B:
desserts and drinks

• Hello, welcome to Yummy restaurant. Here we
have our famous desserts. Our best-seller is
the cheesecake. It costs $60. We make it here
in the restaurant every day. A lot of people
also love our Apple pie, which is $30. If you’d
like something to drink, I recommend a nice
cup of milk tea. If you don’t like sweets, then I
recommend our mint tea. It’s $95.

Starbucks
- Starbucks brand name
- Popularity
- Buy-1-Get-1-Free
- Promotional offers
- Location
- environment
- Quality

範例說法A:
Starbucks
• Starbucks is a very famous company. It has
stores all over the world. It’s very popular
among young people in Taiwan. Often times
they will have promotional offers, like “buy
one get one free.” I usually never buy drinks at
Starbucks because they are too expensive, but
I will sometimes buy one if I have a coupon.
Overall, I think Starbucks’ drinks are good, but
they’re just too expensive.

範例說法B:
Starbucks
• There are a few reasons for Starbucks’ great
success: First, they offer good quality drinks,
in comparison to some local coffee shops. The
cups and materials used are also well made.
Second, the Starbucks experience is familiar
whichever Starbucks you go to. Third, their
staff is usually very well trained and courteous.
Fourth, you can customize your drinks. Last of
all, you can sit all day at Starbucks, and they
don't mind.

